Recruiting Call Flow Chart
Initial
Recruit
Call

Any
interest?

Obtain from candidate:
(1) reasons why open and
(2) overview of career
history

Is motivation
valid (nonmonetary) and
is the candidate
qualified?

Try to overcome
objections.
Build Rapport

Qualify candidate. Find out:
(1) main reasons to move
(2) criteria of a great
opportunity
(3) anything related to
timing issues.

Is candidate
interested in
opportunity?

If candidate is motivated
but not qualified (or not
interested) in the
opportunity, pursue to
make him a marketing
candidate.

Any
interest
now?

(1)

Interested
in being a
marketing
candidate?

Continue to build
rapport. Use their
“no’s” to ask for
referrals. Ask for
guidance on
search.

Give your contact info.
If good rapport and
many referrals, consider
adding to your monthly
mailing list or other
means of regular
communication.
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Explain opportunity to
candidate in terms of his
perspective. Confirm
candidate’s interest and
commitment.

Explain how you market
candidates. Explain
counteroffer issues.
Network for more names
on your current search.
Qualify steps to date taken
on their search. Develop
“no way” company list and
possible companies.

Explain why
counteroffers are
given and the
dangers of them.
Terminate
candidacy. Possibly
network for names,
depending on level
of rapport.

Test for why risky
candidate. Uneducated?
Inexperienced? Naïve?

Still a viable
and non-risk
candidate?
Ask to email “sizzle
sheet” or five reasons
why someone would hire
him along with resume
and other pertinent info.

(2)
(3)
(4)

Gain candidate’s commitment
on exploring opportunity.
Explain the process.
Ask about compensation.
Ask what would happen if
counteroffer given during
resignation?

Still a viable
and non-risk
candidate?

Explain why
counteroffers are
given and the
dangers of them.

Confirm
commitment.
Confirm times of
interview
availability.

